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A BSTRA CT

Thesaurus Aided Learning for
Rule-Based Categorization
of OCR Texts
by
Jeffrey Scott Coombs
Dr. Kazem Tagva, Exam ination Com m ittee Chair
Professor of C om puter Science
University of Las Vegas, Nevada

The question posed in this thesis is w hether the effectiveness of the rule-based
approach to autom atic tex t categorization on O CR collections can be improved by
using domain-specific thesauri. A rule-based categorizer was constructed consisting
of a C4—t- program called C-KANT which consults documents and creates a program
which can be executed by the CLIPS expert system shell. A series of tests using
domain-specific thesauri revealed th a t a query expansion approach to rule-based au
tom atic text categorization using dom ain-dependent thesauri will not improve the
categorization of O CR texts. A lthough some improvement to categorization could be
made using rules over a m ixture of thesauri, the improvements were not significantly
large.
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C H A PT E R 1

IN TRO D U CTIO N
A utom atic tex t categorization is th e assignment of a docum ent to a predefined
category or class by a com puter program . Although autom atic text categorization has
been studied extensively [47, 60], the problems which arise for categorizing docum ents
which have been scanned using O ptical C haracter Recognition (OCR) technology have
not. Following up on previous work by the Inform ation Science Research Insitute
(ISRI) which studied the behavior of a statistical categorizer called BOW [31] on
OCR texts [53, 51], this thesis looks into the effectiveness of a rule-based approach
to the tex t categorization of O CR documents.
In particular the m ain question for this thesis is whether a domain-specific, m anu
ally constructed thesaurus increases the effectiveness of rule-based categorization for
O CR texts. Thesauri have been used to aid docum ent retrieval systems since the
1970’s [48], and there have been mixed results using thesauri to aid retrieval on O CR
collections [8 ]. There have also been studies on thesaurus aided rule-based categoriz
ers for non-O CR text collections [22], but the effectiveness of rule-based categorizers
on OCR text collections has not been studied.
A rule-based autom atic categorizer was constructed using the algorithm s IR E P [13]
and R IP P E R [5]. The rule-building p art of the categorizer can be viewed as the
knowledge acquisition com ponent to an expert system [14]. As such, it was relatively
straightforw ard to construct th e rule-builder in C 4 -+ to output a program which can
be run in a standard expert system shell. In this case, the “off-the-shelf” program
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2
CLIPS [46] is used to apply the rules constructed by the rule-builder to docum ents
form atted as “facts” for the expert system.
The D epartm ent of Energy (DOE) donated a large collection of O CR docum ents
from its Licensing Support Network (LSN) to the Inform ation Science Research In
stitu te (ISRI) at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas [52]. C ontractors for the DOE
created a thesaurus of term s from docum ents in the LSN collection which was also
m ade available to ISRI. The docum ents in the LSN collection were prepared by LSN
participants, and the thesaurus accordingly contains term s specific to academic dis
ciplines relevant to LSN, such as geology and nuclear physics.
H um an experts working for ISRI m anually created two collections from the LSN
documents. The hum an experts separated docum ents into categories developed by the
Nuclear R egulatory Commission for categorizing documents about the Yucca M oun
tain Depository. These guidelines are referred to as the 3.69 Topical Guidelines [6 ].
The first collection contains docum ents from only seven categories of the Topical
Guidelines and is therefore called “Sm all-DOE.” It was used for setting param eters
for the rule-building software and for comparison w ith other categorizers tested on
the same collection. The second collection was much larger and covered m ost of the
3.69 Topical Guidelines. This collection, called “Big-DOE” was the collection used
for testing. These two collections are described in greater detail in chapter 4.
The autom atic categorizer was tested against the judgm ents of the hum an experts
who categorized the two collections. B oth Big-DOE and Small-DOE were divided into
training and test sets. A fter learning rules from the training set, th e categorizer’s
judgm ents were compared w ith those of the hum an experts on the test sets. Tests
were made w ith rules learned from texts enhanced with thesaurus inform ation, and
these were compared w ith rules learned w ithout thesaurus inform ation. The stan d ard
measures precision, recall, and Fp are used to evaluate the results [24].
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3
C hapter 2 provides an introduction to the concept of autom atic tex t categoriza
tion and surveys the various approaches to the problem. C hapter 3 covers the concept
of rule-based text categorization and the approach taken to construct such a cate
gorizer for this project. T he categorizer used is essentially a knowledge acquisition
engine (called C-KANT) which creates rules for the well-known expert system shell
CLIPS. Since C-KANT uses the IR E P and R IP P E R algorithm s to generate rules,
these algorithm s are presented in chapter 3 as well.
In chapter 4 the standard evaluation measures for text categorization are defined.
This chapter also describes the collections studied and the nature of the thesauri
used. C hapter 5 presents the overall results of the tests as well as category by c at
egory results. It will be shown th a t thesaurus aided learning does not improve the
categorizing ability of a rule-based categorizer. Finally, chapter

6

states the conclu

sion of the study and offers prospects for further research.
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C H A PT E R 2

AUTOM ATIC TE X T CATECORIZATION
The aim of this research is to determ ine if augm enting a rule-based autom atic text
categorizer with domain-specific thesauri will improve its perform ance when dealing
w ith OCR processed text. In this chapter, the concept of autom atic text categoriza
tion is defined and some of the m ain approaches taken to categorization are described.
This description will provide a background for understanding the specifics of the rulebased approach in chapter 3.

Definition
W ith the invention of electronic text it has become infeasible for hum ans alone
to categorize the large num ber of docum ents generated. As we will see in the next
section, m any attem p ts have been made to create program s for com puters which au
tom atically place docum ents in their proper groupings with little hum an intervention.
The basic idea of text categorization is to take a given docum ent and pu t it in
its proper place within some organizing conceptual system. An example of text c at
egorization would be the Library of Congress Num ber QA 76.9 D33154 for W illiam
Frakes’ book Inform ation R etrieval. The symbols QA tell us it is a book on m athe
matics, and the num ber 76.9 indicates th a t the subject m atter belongs to “electronic
com puters, com puter science” [38]. Online directories of Web docum ents such as Ya
hoo! and the D M O Z Open Directory Project (the directory supplem ent to the Google
search engine) are also examples of text categorization. All of the texts in these three
collections are still m anually classified by hum an editors, which is one of th e reasons
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they are slow to update and are often incomplete [42, 18]. A utom atic text catego
rizers are currently being used for docum ent filtering, autom atic tex t indexing with
controlled vocabulary, autom ated m eta-data generation, word sense disam biguation,
the construction of Web directories, the autom ated routing of technical docum ents,
and sorting e-mail [47, 28, 22].
Following Sebastiani [47] we may define tex t categorization more precisely in term s
of an m X n decision matrix such as th a t depicted in figure 2.1. The object of text
categorization is to assign a value Oij G {0 , 1 } for each docum ent dj in a collection
w ith respect to every category c« of some user defined categorization scheme.
Oij =

1,

If

then dj is determ ined to belong to c,. Otherwise, dj is not in c,.

Types of A utom ated Text Categorization
At the end of the 1980’s a “sem i-autom atic” categorizer called CO NSTRU E was
constructed using a traditional expert system approach.

It may be called “semi

autom atic” because, although it autom atically parsed and categorized news stories,
the rules it used were generated by hum an experts [17]. The m ajor drawback with
such an approach is the expense of modifying the system which requires a great deal
of tim e in consultation with expensive hum an experts.
As the 1990’s progressed, machine learning techniques borrowed from artificial in
telligence were applied to the task. The aim of these was to minimize the role of the
hum an experts used in CONSTRUE. Algorithm s were devised which would take infor
m ation from a set of training docum ents and generate a function C SVi : D —> [0,1].
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Cat.
A
A
B
B
?

No.
di
^2

c?3
c?4
ds

Document Content
Pease porridge hot. Pease porridge cold.
Pease porridge in the pot. Nine days old.
Some like it hot. Some like it cold.
Some like it in the pot. Nine days old.
I hate cold pease.

Figure 2.2: A Sample Docum ent Collection

This function maps docum ents dj from a docum ent set D to a Categorization Status
Value (C SV) which indicates the strength of the categorizer’s “belief” th a t dj should
be placed in category c,. Next, a threshold value r is defined such th a t if C SVi(dj) > r ,
then the categorizer will decide to place dj in category q , and otherwise won’t [47].
There have been m any different approaches to autom atic tex t categorization which
reflect the many approaches to the general problem of machine learning [60, 47].
These approaches may be roughly divided into two groups, statistical and symbolic,
depending on the extent to which CSVi is defined in term s of numerical (statistical),
as opposed to symbolic, concepts [47, 22, 51].
As an example to illustrate the differences among the various categorizers, consider
the sample docum ent collection in figure 2.2 borrowed from W itten [59]. There are
two categories, A and B , each containing two docum ents for training the categorizer.
There is one test docum ent (ds) available for categorizing.

Statistical Categorizers
Statistical categorizers borrow concepts from statistics such as probability and
regression to define the categorization status value function CSVi. Six of the m ajor
approaches to constructing statistical categorizers are presented here: Probabilistic,
Rocchio, k-Nearest Neighbor, Regression Model, Neural Network, and Support Vector
Machine categorizers.
Probabilistic Categorizers define CSVi in term s of probabilities. They use Bayes’
Rule for conditional probability to calculate P{ci\dj), the probability th a t given a
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docum ent dj, th a t docum ent belongs to a category Cj. Since P{ci\dj) is not readily
available, Bayes’ Rule

CSV; = P{ct\d,) =

(2 .1 )

is used to calculate P{ci\dj) using quantities deducible from a training set of docu
ments.
Consider the docum ent collection in figure 2.2. Dividing the num ber of training
docum ents assigned to category A by the to tal num ber of docum ents in the tra in 
ing collection gives an estim ate for f ( c j = P {A ), the probability th a t a random ly
selected docum ent belongs to category A. Doing the same for category B we have:

P (A ) = I = 0.5

P ( B ) = I = 0.5.

Probabilistic categorizers represent docum ents as vectors. The sim plest way to
do this is to assign

1

to a vector entry if it contains a term appearing in the training

collection and 0 otherwise. I will call this the “bit-vector approach,” and it will be
complicated later.

Our docum ent collection is shown as bit vectors in figure 2.3.

Note th a t dg is only represented by term s which already appeared in the training
set. The term s I and hate are discarded and are thus considered irrelevant to the
categorization.
Given th a t we are representing docum ents as term vectors, we can rewrite P{dj)
as P{< t i , . . . ,tn > ). This is the probability th a t a document occurs in our collection,
and it will be constant relative to the category c, assuming th a t the docum ents in
the collection are unique and th a t the collection remains unchanged for the duration
of the categorization. Since we will be looking for th e c, for which equation
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2 .1

is

8
maximum, we need not calculate P{dj) and can drop the expression from Bayes’
theorem [32].
Calculating P{< U , . . .

> |cj) is difficult unless the assum ption is m ade th a t

term s are conditionally independent given their category. In other words,the prob
ability of observing the conjunction of the

term s < U , . . . , > in a given category

will be equivalent to the product of the probabilities th a t each individual term will
be observed in a given category. Bayesian categorizers which make this assum ption
are called Naive Bayes categorizers. W ith this assum ption, we have the equation

P{< t i , . . . , t n > \Ci) = fJ P (tj|C j)

(2.2)

i

To determ ine where our test docum ent dg is to be placed, we need to com pare the
two values:

P{A\ < cold,pease > ) = P{A)P{cold\A)P{pease\A) = .5 x .5 x 1 = .25
P {B \ < cold,pease >) = P{B )P {cold\B )P [pease\B ) = .5 x .5 x 0 = 0

P{cold\A) is calculated by taking the num ber of docum ents in category A which
contain the term cold (di) and dividing by the to tal number of docum ents assigned
to the category (di and d 2 ). The other conditional probabilities are calculated in the
same way:

P{cold\A) = 4 = .5

P{pease\A) = | =

P{cold\B) = i = .5

P{pease\B) = | = 0

1

Although C S V A < C S V b we can’t autom atically conclude th a t docum ent dg
should be placed in category A. T h at decision depends ultim ately on the thresh
old value T. A 0.25 probability may not be large enough to place docum ent dg in
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Figure 2.3: Sample Documents Represented by Bit-Vectors

category A. D eterm ining r is an im portant p art of constructing a categorizer and an
overview of the topic is available in Sebastiani's work [47, section 7].
Details for this type of categorizer are given as an example of probabilistic machine
learning by Mitchell [32] and have been evaluated by Moulinier [33] and Lewis [26].
Lewis elsewhere gives an overview of the m any variations on the probabilistic cate
gorizer [25].
Rocchio Categorizers have the deepest roots in inform ation retrieval. They are
derived from attem p ts to increase the effectiveness of text retrieval systems by m od
ifying the query in such systems through the addition of term s or by changing the
param eters of a query based on the nature of the tex t collection [15]. As in the case of
the Probabilistic Categorizers, docum ents are viewed as vectors of term s (figure 2.3).
The Rocchio m ethod computes a weight vector < w u , . . . , Wri > (where r is the same
length as our docum ent vectors) for each category q using the formula

/
y^ki =

\{d: d

6

1

q}|

|{rf : d <f. c,}|

^

The weight vector < W u ,...,W r i > is also called the profile of its corresponding
category.

The variables fi and

7

provide param eters for determ ining the relative

im portance of positive examples versus negative examples for a category. If 7 is set to
0 and ^ t o l , then the profile vector gives the centroid of the positive examples [9, 47].
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W ithin the Rocchio framework, there are several approaches to determ ining where
docum ent

belongs. The simplest approach is to calculate C S V i as the dot product

of dfis vector and each category’s profile:

C SVi = '^ W k i X tk5
k=i

where

(2.4)

is the kth term of o?5 . A more sophisticated approach might use the cosine

similarity function

C SV , =

COS,

r .lm , X

=

If we set /3 = 1 and

7

(2,5)

= 0, the profiles of the two categories A and B are

Â = <.5, .5, .5, .5, 0, 0, .5, .5, 1, 1, .5, 0, .5>
Ê — <.5, 0, .5, 0, 1, 1, .5, .5, 0, 0, .5, 1, 1>

Using the inner product we get

= 1.5
C g U s = .5

and the cosine sim ilarity gives

C SV a = cos A = 1.0607
CSVg =

COSg

= .3536

The Rocchio m ethod is easy and efficient to implem ent, bu t it assumes th a t there
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is only one centroid per category. For categories b etter modeled using m ultiple cen
troids, the m ethod does not perform well [47, 27].
The k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) Categorizers take a test docum ent d and search
for the k m ost sim ilar docum ents to d. The categories of the k docum ents are noted,
and the sim ilarity measure between the docum ents is used to rank the category. For
example, consider classifying our example docum ent d^. To com pute the distance
between docum ents, we can use the Euclidean distance measure:

Dist{di, dj)

\ i= l

although other measures of distance, such as cosine similarity, can be used [63]. The
distances between docum ent 0Î5 and the other docum ents will be:

D ist{di, dfi) — 2
Dist{d2, d^) =

8

Dist{dz, dfi) = 4
D ist{d i,d z) =

11

If we set A: = 3 and consider the three closest neighbors to docum ent d^, then

CSV, = Y^S(c,J{dj))

( 2 . 7)

)=i

where c, is our ith candidate category and f{d j) returns the category to which dj
belongs. The function 6{a,h) is a decision function which returns 1 if a = b and 0
otherwise. In this example.
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/ ( l ) = A) + 6(A /(2 ) = A) +

/(3) = B) = 2

= (^(B, / ( l ) = A) + <^(B, /(2 ) = A) + (^(B, /(3 ) = B) = 1

This im plem entation of k-NN will m ost likely select category A for docum ent
(depending on how r is defined). A lthough k-NN categorizers have been shown to
be effective, they use a form of “lazy” learning such th a t there is no training stage
per se and all calculations are perform ed a t classification time. Hence the actual
classification of docum ents may be less efficient th an categorizers th a t do their training
prior to classification [47, 60].
Regression Model Categorizers autom atically learn a m ultivariate regression model
from a training set of docum ents and their categories [61, 62]. These training d a ta
are represented by pairs of vectors, called input and output vectors respectively. The
input vector is a traditional vector consisting of the weights of the words in the
document.

The output vector is the categories of th e corresponding documents.

A Linear Least Squares F it (LLSF) is calculated on the training pairs of vectors
producing a m atrix of word-category coefficients. This m atrix is a m apping from a
given docum ent to a vector of weighted categories. W hen the category weights are
sorted, a ranking of candidate categories is obtained for the docum ent.
The m atrix of input vectors from our example is shown in figure 2.4, which is
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simply the array of training docum ents from figure 2.3 with T F ID F weights, where

TFij = the num ber of tim es word Wj occurs in the ith docum ent

and

I D F , = log: ( f ) +

1.

T he value N is the num ber of docum ents in the collection and dfj is the num ber of
docum ents containing word Wj. The m atrix of input vectors is the input matrix.
Corresponding to the input m atrix is the output matrix, which is the m atrix of
output vectors;

Doc A

B

1

1 0

2

1 0

3

0

1

4

0

1

Each row has a 1 if a training docum ent is in one of the categories A or B and 0 if
not. The LLSF problem is to find a m atrix

th a t minimizes the sum of residual

squares:

E

II el 111 = II

- o f Hi = IIC /’’ -

IIf.

(2 .8 )

i= l

where Imxn and Omxi are the input and o u tp u t vectors,

and

their transposes,

and ii and d) the ith input and o u tp u t vectors. The vector C = F r [ — o f is the error
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of F in the m apping from ii to Oj. Furtherm ore, || . . . ||2 = \jY !j v] is the 2-norm of
an / X 1 vector and || . . . \\f= \JY1T

is the Frebenius M atrix norm of an / x m

m atrix [62].
The LLSF problem can be solved using the singular value decomposition (SVD);

F =

(2.9)

where O is the ou tp u t vector and U, S and V are derived from the SVD of the input
m atrix / . The input m atrix I = U SV'^ where the columns of U are the eigenvectors
of 11^ and the columns of V are the eigenvectors of I ^ L

S is d ia g (s i,.. .,Sp) and

contains p nonzero singular values si > . . . > Sp > 0 and p < m in{m , n, I) [62]. The
Si are in fact the square roots of the nonzero eigenvalues of both 11^ and I ^ I [49].
For our example, we get the

.064
-.247

.184

.021

.184

.205

.071 -.204

.071

-.133

m atrix:

.205 .184
-.133

.071

.184

.021

.021

.184

.204 .184

.071

-.204

-.204

.071

-.133 .071

This m atrix can now be used to generate the o u tp u t vector for the test docum ent d^.
Let X = dz- Then the ou tp u t vector for x is given by

( 2 . 10 )

In our case

y = <.169, -.902>.

Finally, we will place x in the category w ith the highest relevance, where relevance
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is defined by the cosine sim ilarity (equation 2.5) between the o u tp u t vector of a
docum ent, such as y, and a category.

2/iC i + 2/2C2 + • • • + y/C/

,

relevance[x, c) = cos(y, c) =

-■

.... — _

/oii\
(2.11)

V ?/i + Î/2 + • • ■+ 2/; v Cl + C2 + . . . + C;

Relevance scores range from -1 to 1 [62]. If we express the categories simply as the
bit vectors

A — < 1,0> B = < 0,1>

we get the following relevance values:

C S V a = Tdevanceix, Â) = ^
C S V i = releva nce{x,B ) = y

= -184
,

,

= -.9 8 3

Thus the LLSF categorizer will conclude th a t docum ent ds is more relevant to cate
gory A.
Neural Network Categorizers create a neural network for each category and a t
tem pt to learn a m apping from words or docum ents (represented as vectors) to a
category. The simplest neural network algorithm applied to text categorization is
called Perceptron [7, 36]. An n-dim ensional weight vector w = < Wi,W 2 , .. ■,Wn >
is created such th a t Wi is the weight of term ti. Intially an equal weight is assigned
to each term . Each docum ent is represented by a vector of strengths Si such th a t
docum ent d = < Si, S2 , . . . ,

>. The strengths can be determ ined in various ways.

One way is a bit-vector where s, = 1 if term ti is in the docum ent and s, = 0 other
wise. Or the strength could be the T F ID F value of a term . For our example, we use
T F ID F representation from figure 2.4 [7].
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The Perceptron algorithm will predict th a t a docum ent d belongs to a category c
represented by the weight vector w iff

X)j=l WijSij > T

where r is a threshold value.
To train a category weight vector, a training docum ent is passed through the
Perceptron algorithm .

If the training docum ent belongs to c bu t the Perceptron

algorithm says it does not, then a prom otion param eter o >
wi corresponding to a non-zero strength

0

is added to all weights

Conversely, if a docum ent does not belong

to c but the Perceptron algorithm predicts th a t it does, then a is subtracted from all
such weights.
For example, suppose we set r = .95, a; = 1 and the initial thirteen weights
(following Dagan [7]) of the weight vector to .95/13 % .073:

WA = <.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,.073>

If we pass docum ent d\ through the Perceptron algorithm , it predicts incorrectly th a t
docum ent di does not belong to category A. The weight vector will be updated to:

WA = <1.073,.073,1.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,.073,1.073,1.073,.073,.073,.073>

The final weight vectors for the two categories are:

WA = <-.927,1.073,-.927,.073,-.927,-.927,.073,.073,1.073,1.073,.073,-.927,.073>
WB = <.073,.073,.073,.073,1.073,1.073,.073,.073,-.927,-.927,.073,1.073,.073>

Using these weight vectors, Perceptron will not place docum ent d^ in either category
w ith r = .95.
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Perceptron is an example of a linear neural network. Non-linear networks with
m ultiple “layers” of vectors have been constructed bu t with little improvement in ef
fectiveness for text categorization [57]. Perceptron is also an additive learner. B etter
categorizers are multiplicative learners, th a t is, the param eter a is m ultiplied or di
vided from the weights instead of added or subtracted [7]. One drawback with neural
networks is th a t some m anual or autom atic m ethod is required to set the param eters
a and r . The neural-network categorizer BalancedW innow perform ed well compared
to other classifiers [7].
Support Vector Machine (SV M ) Categorizers make use of th e concept of a support
vector machine developed by Vapnik [56]. SVM’s represent an atte m p t to improve on
neural networks by removing the ad hoc nature of assigning values to the param eters
a and r in neural networks and by developing a general m athem atical foundation for
neural networks and similar autom atic learners.
Joachims applied SVM’s to the tex t categorization task [19, 20, 21]. Support
vectors are simply those training examples, expressed as vectors, which rest closest
to the m argin or hyperplane separating two categories of objects. In figure 2.5 the
vectors in circles are the support vectors.
To find the optim al hyperplane between two classes of training examples, support
vector machines in their basic linear form try to minimize the Euclidean norm of w\

M in im iz e ; || w [|= w ^w so th a t : V, : yfiw ■d + b] > 1

(2.12)

where % is -Ll if docum ent d* is in a category c and -1 if not. Joachim s represented
docum ents using the T F ID F vector representation as in figure 2.4. A lthough SVM’s
can be used to construct polynomial learning machines and two-layer neural networks,
SVM’s for tex t categorization are lim ited to linear learning because of th e large size of
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Optimal
Hyperplane

Figure 2.5: Support Vectors and their H yperplane

docum ent collections. Document collections are not always linearly separable, how
ever, and provisions m ust be m ade to deal w ith such cases, such as adding slack values
or ignoring training samples which contribute to the inseparability of the d ata [19].
To simplify this optim ization problem Lagrange m ultipliers are used to convert
the problem to a quadratic optim ization problem for minimizing:

n.
- ^
i= i

1 ^
aiajyiUjdi • dj

(2.13)

^ i,j= i

given the conditions th a t

aiUi = 0 and V, :

> 0

(2.14)

Algorithm s for solving 2.13 can be found in [23] and [41]. Since our sample is so small
simple inspection revealed th a t 2.13 is minimized (assuming slack variables .01) when
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ai =

«3

= 0 and a 2 = a 4 = .01. Since a% = ag = 0, docum ents d 2 and d^ are the

support vectors in this case.
The category statu s value for the SVM approach can now be defined as

C SV i = sign[w ■d-\-b]

(2.15)

where C S V a — sign[-] = + and C S V b = sign[-] = —. The value of w is given by

tu =

(2.16)
i= l

where the a*’s are the coefficients which make 2.13 minimum. Since a* = ag = 0,
our w is derived from

+ Oily^d^ w ith the result:

w = <0, 0, 0, 0, -0.2, -0.2, 0, 0, 0.2, 0.2, 0, -0.2, 0>

To derive b Joachims [19] picks one training docum ent from each category is arbitrarily
such th a t

b = ^{w ■d + + w ■d^).

(2.17)

Selecting docum ents di and dg gives us 6 = —.02. The resulting instantiation of 2.15
correctly categorizes the training docum ents and places document d^ in category A.
Dumais [9], T aira [55], and Yang [63] have evaluated SVM categorizers, which did
well compared to k-NN, neural net, LLSF, and Naive Bayes categorizers.
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it

Figure 2.6; Decision Tree for Sample Documents

Symbolic Categorizers
Symbolic categorizers come in two basic varieties; Decision Tree and Rule-based
categorizers.

The Decision Tree approach is presented here.

C hapter 3 discusses

Rule-based categorizers in detail.
Decision Tree Categorizers use J.R . Q uinlan’s decision tree algorithm s [44, 32] to
select informative term s from test docum ents. An inform ation gain m easure defines
the informativeness of term s. The algorithm s then predict the category for a doc
um ent based on the occurrence of term com binations in the tree. Im plem entations
of text categorizers have been built using Q uinlan’s decision tree induction programs
ID3 [44, 12], C4.5 [5, 19], and C5 [30]. To apply ID3 (following Mitchell [32]) to
our example from figure 2.3, we first define the set T of all term s from th e training
docum ents 1-4 of our collection. If all our examples belonged to a single category, a
single node tree giving th a t category would be returned.
For our example, however, we want to select the term which best separates training
docum ents in category A from those in category B. The best term is the one with the
highest Gain-.

G a in {D ,t) = E ntropy{D ) -

Y2
v=Values(T) '

j F7ntrop^(D,,)
I
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where D is the collection of training docum ents, t is term from T , V a lu es{T ) is
the set of all values of T (in the bit-vector case the possible values are {0,1}), and
Dy = {d Ç: D \ T has value u in d}. Entropy is defined as

E n tro p y (S ) = ^

- p i log^ Pi-

(2.19)

2= 1

where c is the num ber of categories, in our case c = 2.
For example, we would com pute G ain{D , cold) for the training docum ents from
our collection in figure 2.3 as follows. The entropy over the whole collection is

E n tro p y(D ) =

log; f - | logg | = 1

because there are 2 out of 4 docum ents in category A and 2 out of 4 docum ents in
category B . The term cold can take two values: 0 and 1, and S i contains docum ents
di and dg while % contains docum ents d 2 and d^. Hence,

E n tro p y{S i) = -^ lo g g | - §logg | = 1-

Five term s share the m axim um Gain of 1: d, like, pease, porridge, and some. If
we pick it arbitrarily, ID3 will create a tree with it as its root, split the examples into
those where it is 0 (documents dg and d^) and 1 (documents di and d2 ), and then
for each branch of the tree, call itself again. W hen it calls itself, it will consider only
docum ents da and d 4 on one branch and di and d 2 on the other. It will also exclude
it from the set of possible term s for all future branches.
The first branch will only have docum ents from category A to work on. W hen ID3
has a branch with only docum ents from a single category, it will stop work on th a t
branch and label the bottom node w ith the nam e of th a t category, in this case A. The
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same occurs on the other branch but i t ’s leaf is assigned B . O ur little tree is shown
in figure 2.6. Any docum ent w ith a 0 in its vector for the term it will be classified in
A and in B otherwise. Docum ent

accordingly will be placed in category A.

Rule-based or decision rule classifiers autom atically learn the type of conditional
rules used in a traditional expert system such as CONSTRUE. However, rath er than
relying on hum an experts to develop these rules, learning algorithm s are applied to
the training docum ents to construct the rules. Among these types of categorizers
are CHARADE [34], DL-ESC [29], R IP P E R [5], RULECLAS [58], SCAR [35], and
SWAP-1 [2].
Rule-based classifiers have the advantage over other classifiers (except for standard
expert systems) th a t how classification is done is more evident to humans. Instead
of relying on complex m athem atical formulae, the rules are expressed in term s of
logical conditionals.

For example, the rule-m aking software C-KANT, which was

constructed for this project, created the rules in figure 2.7.

The first rule states

th a t if both term s controls and conservation are found together in a docum ent, then
th a t docum ent should be classified in category 12.1 of the 3.69 Topical Guidelines
for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (see figure 4.5). Category 12 docum ents are
to cover “inform ation for preparation of a geologic repository environmental im pact
statem ent” and section 12.1 docum ents cover “environm ental” aspects. So, C-KANT
has concluded th a t docum ents referring to controls and conservation, or to shrubs
alone, or to both perm itting and accordance, should be placed in category 12.1.
In this chapter the concept of autom atic text categorization was defined and exam
ples of statistical categorizers were presented. Also, one type of symbolic categorizer,
the decision tree categorizer, was discussed. Details of rule-based categorizers in gen
eral and specifically the engine which was used in this project are the subject of the
next chapter.
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IF {"controls" éind "conservation"}
is\are in a doc
then the document is in CATEGORY cat-12.1
IF {"shrubs"}
is\are in a doc
then the document is in CATEGORY cat-12.1
IF {"permitting" and "accordance"}
is\are in a doc
then the document is in CATEGORY cat-12.1
IF {"demographic"}
is\are in a doc
then the document is in CATEGORY cat-12.2
IF {"rail" and "destination"}
is\are in a doc
then the document is in CATEGORY cat-12.3
IF {"reservation"}
is\are in a doc
then the document is in CATEGORY cat-12.3
IF {"adopt" cind "accidents" and "activities"}
is\are in a doc
then the document is in CATEGORY cat-12.3

Figure 2.7: Rules G enerated by Rule-Based Gategorizer
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CHAPTER 3

C-KANT: A KNOW LEDGE ACQUISITION ENGINE
The question posed by this thesis is w hether thesaurus additions to a rule-based
autom atic text categorizer will improve performance. To answer this question, a rulebased categorizer was constructed. In this chapter the two basic components of the
categorizer, CLIPS and C-KANT, are described. The rule learning algorithm s IR E P
and R IP P E R which are used in C-KANT will then be presented in detail.

CLIPS: The C in C-KANT
The rule-based text categorizer used for this study consists of two parts. T he first
p a rt is the “off the shelf” expert system tool CLIPS. The second was constructed in
the program m ing language C-|—f- specifically for this project and is dubbed C-KANT,
an acronym for Clips-Knowledge Acquisition eNgine fo r Text categorization. A brief
introduction to CLIPS follows, after which C-KANT will be discussed in detail.
CLIPS stands for C Language Integrated Production System and was originally de
veloped by NASA’s Johnson Space Center as a rule-based expert system tool. S ta rt
ing with version 5.0, CLIPS also included support for object-oriented and procedural
program m ing [46].
An expert system (see figure 3.1) has a t least three basic components: (1) a set of
facts, (2) a set of rules called the knowledge base of the system, and (3) an inference
engine. The rules of the expert system take the form of the logical conditional. In
English, such rules have the form i f X then Y, where X is called the antecedent of the
rule and Y is the consequent. The facts are statem ents which may (or may not) m atch
24
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Knowledge
Aquisition
Engine

C-KANT
Figure 3.1: The Com ponents of an Expert System

the contents of the antecedent X of a rule. The inference engine in the expert system
has the ability to determ ine if the facts m atch any of the antecedents of the rules, and
if a m atch is found, to perform whatever comm ands are stated in the consequent [14].
As an expert system tool, CLIPS provides an inference engine as well as th e ability
to understand suitably expressed facts and rules. B ut before it can function as an
expert system, CLIPS m ust be given rules and facts as input. CLIPS will then use
its inference engine to determ ine w hat results or actions follow from those rules as
applied to the given facts. O f course, one way to enter the rules and facts is to enter
them manually. H um an beings, known as knowledge engineers can create an expert
system by form ulating the rules and facts. This m anual approach was in fact the one
used to construct the early tex t categorization system called CONSTRUE, which was
built for the Reuters corporation to categorize news stories [16].
The m anual approach, however, is subject to the knowledge acquisition bottle
neck [14]. Traditional expert systems require th a t a hum an knowledge engineer engage
in extensive interviewing w ith experts who possess the desired knowledge. R epeated
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interviews are needed in order to construct, test, and revise the resulting system so
th a t it adequately models the experts’ knowledge.

Since the interviewing process

is very expensive, there is a great incentive to autom ate the process of transferring
knowledge to the expert system from the hum an expert. In the case of text cate
gorization, the num ber of texts, as in the case of large, unstructured tex t databases
such as the W orld W ide Web, m ay simply be too great for hum an beings to classify
economically [47, 14].

C-KANT
C-KANT is designed to provide autom atic knowledge acquisition for text catego
rization. O f course, hum an expertise is not entirely removed from the process since
C-KANT m ust be trained w ith docum ents originally categorized by hum an experts.
However, once these training docum ents are found, C-KANT creates the rules and
the facts for C LIPS’s inference engine. Figure 3.2 depicts C-K A N T’s functions in
relation to CLIPS.
C-KANT performs three tasks which result in (1) a complete CLIPS program as
well as (2) the facts needed by CLIPS to categorize documents. Typically, C-KANT
works are follows. First, C-KANT will parse through a collection of training docu
ments and generate a set of positive and negative examples for each category. Since
C-KANT is working w ith a training set of documents, it is assumed th a t the docu
ments have already been categorized by experts. A positive example, therefore, of a
category c is a docum ent which an expert has placed in category c, and a negative
example one which the expert decides does not belong to c.
C-KANT may optionally apply certain standard inform ation retrieval techniques
to help reduce the dim ensionality of th e training documents, such as stop-word re
moval and stemming, a t this stage as well. Stemming is the removal of suffixes to
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conflate morphological variants of a term . For example, the term s engineering, engi
neered, and engineer are all “stem m ed” to engineer. Stemming is a traditional tool for
improving results in inform ation retrieval and autom atic tex t categorization [11]. A
stop-word list removes very common term s such as is and the whose inclusion would
normally hurt results [59].
C-K A N T’s second task is to use the positive and negative examples to generate
the rules for each category. This process makes use of the IR E P algorithm which will
be discussed in detail in the next section. As an option, optim izations can be applied
using the R IP P E R algorithm , which is presented later in this chapter.
On its third task, C-KANT will look through a set of test docum ents and transform
these into facts which CLIPS can understand. The resulting program plus facts is
then loaded into CLIPS. CLIPS will categorize the docum ents in the fact list as well as
calculate measures of perform ance such as precision and recall for the categorization.
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The IR E P algorithm
C-KANT uses the Increm ental Reduced Error Pruning (IR E P ) algorithm to gen
erate rules based on the docum ents from its training set [13, 5]. IR E P proceeds in
two stages. First, it attem p ts to grow a rule, and then it tries to prune th a t rule.
IR E P begins growing rules by constructing a rule with an em pty antecedent such
as

—

E dj —} d j E Ci-

This rule states th a t if any term is in a docum ent dj , then th a t docum ent will belong
to category q . Each unique term from a given set of documents, listed in a dictionary
for this purpose, is then added to the antecedent in a “greedy” fashion. For example,
suppose the dictionary contains term s t i , t 2 , . . . ,tn . Then for each term t^, IR E P
constructs a rule

tfc E dj —> dj

E Cj.

Each rule so constructed will cover a certain number of positive and negative
examples. A rule covers an example iff the example satisfies the antecedent of the
rule. Thus, if the rule

t\

E dj —^ d j

E Cj

is under consideration, it covers all the docum ents, positive and negative, which
contain the term t \ . A rule with an em pty antecedent is satisfied by any example.
To determ ine which candidate rule is “best,” each new rule

is com pared to
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the rule determ ined at the previous stage, r«, using the inform ation gain formula [45]:

Gain{ri, ri+i) =

x

log^

j •

T+ is the num ber of positive examples which are covered by rule

(3 1)

and T “ is the

number of negative examples covered.
W hen the term t^ w ith the highest gain is found, the algorithm will atte m p t to
enhance the rule containing tk alone by considering rules which use tk conjoined with
other term s in the dictionary. So for each I ^ k, IR E P evaluates the gain of

tk E dj A t/ E dj —y dj E C/.

In this case, both tk and t/ m ust appear together in the same docum ent for th a t
docum ent to count as a covered example. IR E P will continue to add atom s of the
form ta E dj to the antecedent of the rule until there is no more inform ation gain
from doing so or other stopping conditions are m et, as we will see below.
After a rule with the m axim um inform ation gain is grown, IR E P tests to see
if a shorter and thus more efficient version of the rule is as good as the original,
longer version. To do so, it attem p ts to prune the rule. Pruning is necessary to
avoid a common problem for both decision tree and decision rule categorizers called
overfitting of the training d a ta [13, 5]. O verfitting occurs when the tree or the rules
train so closely to the training d a ta th a t they do not generalize well to new examples.
Pruning is m eant to reduce the “grow th” of rules and trees so th a t their shorter
versions might b etter cover unseen examples.
In the pruning stage, the d a ta set for a category, consisting of positive and negative
examples, is divided into two sets: a d a ta set for growing and a d a ta set for pruning.
Usually tw o-thirds of the d a ta for a category is used for growing and one-third for
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pruning. This was the ratio used for C -K A N T’s tests. IR EP will take the rule learned
in the growing stage and successively remove atom s one by one to determ ine if the
removals degrade the rule. The measure of the “goodness” of a rule r/ in this case is
determ ined by the formula:

/(n ) = f

f

f

(3.2)

where Uf' is the num ber of positive examples in the pruning set covered by pruned
rule Ti and U~ is the num ber of negative examples covered. The pruned rule with
the m aximum value for /(r%) is kept and th a t rule is added to the rule set for the
category.
Deciding when to stop the IR E P cycle is more an a rt than a science. For C-KANT,
the rule-building cycle term inates if either (1) all of the positive examples have been
covered, or if (2) all th e negative examples have been covered, or if (3) no progress has
been made, th a t is, no rule was found in a given cycle th a t covered any new positive
examples, or (4) if the description length of the current rule set and its examples are
more th an 64 bits longer th an the smallest set so far. This last criterion makes use
of M inim um Description Length (M DL) heuristic developed by Q uinlan and applied
to rule-based categorization by Cohen [5]. It will be discussed in greater detail in the
next section. The IR E P algorithm is summarized in figure 3.3.

R IP P E R O ptim izations
W illiam C ohen’s R IP P E R [3, 5] algorithm is a modification of IREP. Since the
modification led to b e tte r results in experim ents, the R IP P E R algorithm was included
as an option in C-KANT. There are two m ain changes to the IR E P algorithm in
R IPPE R . The first has to do w ith the stopping criterion for the learning of a rule set.
The second modification is the addition of m ultiple optim izing runs which a tte m p t to
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Note: D L(X ) returns the description length of X .
functionlR EP (D ata) :
begin
RuleSet f - em pty rule set
while D ata has positive examples and negative examples
and progress is made:
split D ata into G row D ata and PruneD ata
Rule -f- GrowRule(GrowData)
Rule f - PruneR ule (PruneD ata)
if DL(RuleSet U Rule) > min (DL(RuleSet)) + 64
add Rule to RuleSet
else
return RuleSet and end IR E P
remove positive and negative examples from D ata covered by Rule
end while
return RuleSet
end

Figure 3.3: The IR E P algorithm
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replace rules in a learned rule set w ith more effective rules. Both modifications make
extensive use of the M inim um Description Length (M DL) measure.
The MDL m easure is based on the comm unication model of inform ation typical
of inform ation theory. In general it is a measure of the length of a theory T and the
d a ta D on which T is based. The description length of T is the cost of a message
encoding T, the theory cost, and the cost of encoding D given T is true. The first
cost represents the complexity of the theory and the second the extent to which the
theory fails to account for the d a ta [43].
The philosophical justification for MDL comes from Ockham ’s razor, which claims
th a t the simpler a theory the better. The MDL principle states th a t the theory with
the shortest description length is the b etter theory. Following [43] C-KANT calculates
the length of a theory from the length of its n rules:

D L ( T ) = f j - log; I

(3.3)

i= l

where k in the num ber of term s in the ith rule’s hypothesis and N is the num ber
term s in the dictionary. The description length of the d ata is given by

D L (D )

=

-Io g 2 (C + l)

+ f p x { - logj
+ (C -/rtx(-log,(l-^))
+ ! % ( [ / 4- 1)

+ f n x { - logs
-F ( U - /M ) X ( - lo g 2 ( l -

:^ ))
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where C and U are respectively the num ber of docum ents covered and not covered
by a rule, f p is the num ber of false positives and f n the num ber of false negatives.
R IP P E R uses the description length measure in three ways. First, as mentioned
in the last section, it provides a heuristic for stopping the rule-building loop in IREP.
Second, each rule set is compressed using MDL as the criterion for compression as
follows. Each rule in a rule set is examined beginning w ith the last rule added. Any
rule which increases the description length is deleted thus compressing th e rule set.
The third use of the description length measure is in additional optim izing steps.
A fter IR E P finishes constructing a rule set, the rule set is optim ized to reduce the
size of the set and hopefully increase its accuracy. Each rule r in the rule set, in the
order it was added, is com pared w ith two alternative rules, a replacement for r and a
revision of r. The replacement rule is created by growing and pruning a new rule r '.
Pruning is governed by the goal of minimizing error (defined by equation 3.2) over
the entire rule set by com paring the rule set with r to the rule set with r' replacing
r. The revision of r, r", is grown by greedily adding term s to r instead of the em pty
rule. Finally r is replaced by one of the three r, r', r" depending on which has the
shortest description length after compression [5].
After optim ization the rule set may end up covering fewer examples. For this
reason IR E P is called again on the uncovered examples. Cohen determ ined after ex
perim entation th a t running the optim ization step twice was optim al [5]. T he R IP P E R
algorithm is given in figure 3.4.
This chapter described a rule-based categorizer consisting of two parts, a rulegenerating com ponent C-KANT and a rule-applying component CLIPS. The algo
rithm s IR E P and R IP P E R used by C-KANT to generate rules were explained. The
next task is to discuss how the categorizer was applied to the problem of determ ining
the effectiveness of using thesauri in categorization. This is the topic of the next
chapter.
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function O ptim ize(RuleSet, D ata)
begin
foreach rule r € RuleSet
split D ata into G row D ata and P runeD ata
r' 4— GrowRule(GrowData)
r' •<— PruneR ule(PruneD ata)
guided by error on RuleSet + r ' - r
r" f - G row RuleFrom (r,G row D ata)
r" 4— PruneR ule (PruneD ata)
guided by error on RuleSet + r" - r
replace r with min (Va; E {r, r', r"} : D L (C o m p ress{R u le S et —c + x)))
end
function R IP P E R (D ata)
begin
RuleSet f - IR E P (D ata)
repeat 2 tim es
RuleSet f - O ptim ize(R uleSet,D ata)
U nCoveredD ata E- examples in D ata not covered
by rules in RuleSet
RuleSet E- RuleSet + IREP(U nCoveredD ata)
end repeat
end

Eigure 3.4: The R IP P E R Algorithm
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CHAPTER 4

T E ST ENVIRONM ENT
This chapter outlines the basic testing environment for this study. It first defines
the standard measures for text categorization: precision, recall, and F j.

Next it

describes the text collections used for testing. Finally, it presents the thesauri used
in the experiments.

Evaluating Text Categorization
A utom atic tex t categorizers are m easured in term s of their “effectiveness.” Ef
fectiveness is usually defined using the contingency table model. In this model, it is
assumed th a t each docum ent in a collection has been assigned at least one category
by an expert and th a t the expert’s decision is correct.
This last assum ption is a necessary simplification to deal with a significant dif
ficulty. A utom atic text categorization can suffer from inter-indexer inconsistency,
the frequently occurring phenomenon of two experts giving contradictory judgm ents
concerning the classification of a document. This phenomenon indicates an unavoid
able subjective factor in the tex t categorization process. However, to make testing of
autom atic categorizers possible, it is assumed th a t th e aim of these categorizers is to
em ulate the decisions of an expert (or consistent set of experts) on the assum ption
th a t the expert’s judgm ents are correct [47].
Given an expert’s judgm ent as to the “correct” category Q for a docum ent dj, and
an autom atic categorizer’s guess as to which category docum ent dj belongs, there are
four possibilities. The expert and categorizer can both agree th a t dj is in c*, a result
35
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C a te g o r iz e r ’s
G u e ss

dj G Cj
dj 0 Cj

E x p e r t ’s J u d g m e n t
dj 6 Cj
dj 0 Cj
TP
FP
FN
FA
TP F FN F F + FA

TP + FP
FN + TN

Figure 4.1: The Contingency Table for Text Categorization

called a true positive. The expert can claim th a t dj belongs to c, bu t the categorizer
disagrees, which is a false negative result. Or, the categorizer may conclude th a t dj
belongs in c, but the expert says it does not, which is a false positive. Finally both
the expert and the categorizer can agree th a t dj does not belong in c,, a true negative.
For a given category c* the num ber of decisions for each of these four types is
counted. Let TP stand for the num ber of true positives counted for c,, F P the false
positives, F A the false negatives and FA the num ber of true negatives. These numbers
can now be represented by an array called a contingency table (figure 4.1).
Two im portant measures borrowed from inform ation retrieval [10], recall and pre
cision, can be defined in term s of the entries and m arginal values of the contingency
table above:

recall = F F / ( F F + F A )

(4.1)

precision = F F / ( F F + F F )

(4.2)

The recall measure is the ratio of the docum ents correctly categorized over all the
docum ents the expert thought should be in the category. Precision is th e ratio of
the documents correctly categorized over all the docum ents the categorizer in fact
placed in the category. A nother way to p u t this (following Lewis [24]) is th a t recall is
the proportion of docum ents correctly categorized while precision is the proportion of
categorized docum ents which are correct. Both values are real numbers from 0 to 1.
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Precision and recall tend to be inversely related. High recall usually entails lower
precision and higher precision usually lowers recall. For this reason, the goal of a
categorizer is to try to achieve the highest values for both measures a t the same time.
It is easy to build a trivial categorizer (a trivial acceptor) with a recall of 1 for every
category by placing every docum ent in

every category. However, the precision of

such a categorizer will be very low. On the other hand, precision can be boosted by
seldom placing any docum ent in any category, which would tend towards very low
recall. Such a categorizer could be called a trivial rejector [47].
Two other measures used in categorization tests are fallout and overlap.

fa llo u t = F P / { F P + T N )

(4.3)

overlap — T P / { T P + F P + F N )

(4.4)

Fallout measures the proportion of docum ents incorrectly categorized. It gives the
proportion of incorrectly categorized docum ents over the to tal num ber of docum ents
which the expert decided should not be placed in the category.
Overlap indicates how much two categorizations are alike. In this case, overlap
indicates how close the autom atic categorizer’s judgm ents were to the ex p ert’s, bu t it
is sometimes used to determ ine how close two categorizations are w ithout assuming
one or the other is correct [24].
Each of these four measures is subject to th e possibility of division by zero. For
example, if a categorizer does not place any docum ent in a particular category, the
num erator of the precision formula for th a t category is zero. In such cases, C-KANT
sets the precision, and any other measure where division by zero threatens, to an
extremely low number. This procedure was also applied in the rare case th a t zero is
divided by itself.
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To use precision and recall to evaluate a set of classifications, the individual pre
cisions and recalls are averaged. There are two ways of com puting these averages.
The first is microaveraging:

m icroaverage precision —

m icroaverage recall =

X)"-, TP i
Pi -r I Pi)

TPi
, fa m

Pi + r N i )

(4.5)

(4-6)

where subscripts indicate th a t TPi, F P i, etc., are measures for the ith category and
n the to tal num ber of categories. Microaveraging “globally” sums over the individual
decisions of the categorizer over all categories.
The second m ethod for averaging these measures is macroaveraging:

Yx-1 Pi
m acroaverage precision = ——— -

(4.7)

m acroaverage recall = —— — -,

(4.8)

where F and R i are the precision and recall of the zth category respectively and n is
the to tal num ber of categories. Here precision and recall are first calculated w ithin
each category and then the category results are divided by the num ber of categories.
Researchers differ as to which of the two provides the b etter measure of effective
ness for categorization. Microaveraging tends to reward categorizers which do well
only on categories with large num bers of positive examples. M acroaveraging rewards
categorizers which do well when the num ber of positives varies widely among the
categories. In other words, such categorizers perform well when some categories have
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few positive examples in them but others have many. The m ajority of researchers
prefer microaveraging [47]. Both measures will be made available in this study.
For many autom atic text categorization systems it is possible to define and use
the breakeven point of the precision and recall curves as the measure of effectiveness.
Since precision and recall are typically inversely related, the breakeven point is simply
the point at which their curves intersect.

Such systems usually have available a

numerical real value such as their categorical statu s value C S V which can represent
the “confidence” th a t the categorizer has th a t a docum ent belongs to a given category.
The user m ust then define a threshold value which determ ines which confidence values
are high enough to place the docum ent in a category and which are not. Changing
the threshold value is one way to tune such categorizers for b etter performance. The
breakeven point in fact is the optim al setting which maximizes both precision and
recall.
Rule-based categorizers do not typically return a confidence value. Instead they
make a boolean decision th a t a docum ent belongs to a category or not. Such catego
rizers place a docum ent in a category or not depending on w hether the antecedent of
the relevant rule is satisfied by the docum ent’s attributes. For this reason, another
value called the F]g function is used to define effectiveness in rule-based systems. For
0 < ,9 < oo,

where P and R are averages of precision and recall. Since there are two ways to aver
age the two, microaveraging and macroaveraging, the F]g function will be com puted
in both ways.
The S in the Fp function represents the relative im portance given to precision
versus recall. W hen

— 0, Fp is precision, and as

nears oo, Fp approaches recall.
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Moulinier and Yang have shown th a t the breakeven point of a given categorizer is
always less than or equal to its F value [35, 63]. For this reason, I will present the
Fi value in both the microaverage and macroaverage versions.

The Collections
The tex t collections used in this study are a subset of a large collection of docu
ments donated to ISRI by the D epartm ent of Energy (DOE). The DOE is constructing
a large database of scientific, legal, and official docum ents for online legal discoveries
by the D OE and other interested parties. Since many of the docum ents which will be
placed in the database are in a hard copy form, they must be converted to an elec
tronic form using scanning and O ptical C haracter Recognition (OCR) technology. To
study the properties of O CR tex t in inform ation retrieval and text categorization, a
representative sample of approxim ately 2,600 O CR docum ents (140,000 pages) called
the Licensing Support Network (LSN) P rototype was created, and a copy was donated
to ISRI for research purposes [52].
Such OCR text usually contains at least two types of errors: segmentation errors
and classification errors. Segmentation errors encompass such errors as recognizing
single letters as m ultiple characters, for example, reading ‘rn ’ for ‘m ’, reading m ultiple
characters as single letters, e.g., ‘ci’ for ‘d ’, and incorrect concatenation and division
of terms, such as recognizing ‘c a t ’ for ‘c a t’. Classification errors are errors such as
replacing ‘o’ w ith ‘9’ in ‘J9hn’ [54]. Samples of O CR text from one of the collections
used in this study appear in figure 4.2.
Two collections from the LSN database have been m anually separated by hu
m an experts working for ISRI into categories developed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission for categorizing docum ents about the Yucca M ountain Nuclear W aste
Depository. These guidelines are referred to as th e 3.69 Topical Guidelines [6]. A list
of the category names in the Topical Guidelines appear in figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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be potentially damaging to structures (14orehard) - A f ield
test was conducted useing a backhOe mounted hydraulic ha=er
vlhich is being used elsewh4we on the yucca Mountain Project.
’The test was witnessed by the LLNL Principal investigator and
other heated block experiment of f icials - The observed results
can be summarized at; follows: The vibrations resulting fro’m
the hcunmer breaking the rock were observable, however no
discernable crack dilations occured on the surface where theY
would inost. likely occur. The hammer was ef fective in
fragmenting the surf ace rock. It was estimated that the
hammer fragmented at least 200 cubic feet of rock in 20
The issucince of the license will not be inimical to the common
defense and security and will riot constitute an unreasonable risk
to the health and safety of the public. A DGE GGAifiGatieR that it
4-4-provide at the geGIGgiG FePGGitGPy operatiGp’&amp; aFea 66irh
safeg-uards as it require,.,, ornparable IDGE suFfaGe faGilitleG W
prarneta the Wmmen defense êind 6eGUFitY Will
— Gnst....... -buttable pFeGumptien Gf Gality to he GOmmen defepae

and 60GUFity-

Figure 4.2: Exam ples of O C R Text
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S m a ll-D O E
Categories: 7
2.1
2.2
2.4
4.1
12.1
12.2
12.3

Docum ents
Training Testing
3
6
4
8
5
10
21
11
13
25
10
5
10
5

T o ta l

90

46

Figure 4.3; The Sm all-DOE Collection

One collection, which we will call Small-DOE, consists of 136 documents. These
were random ly divided into a training set of 90 docum ents and a test set of 46. Since
the collection was so small, all 90 training docum ents were used as negative examples
in the following way. W hen training for a given category such as 2.1, all training
docum ents from all of the other categories were considered as negative examples for
category 2.1.
The second collection, called Big-D O E consists of 1619 documents. This was split
into 1074 training and 545 testing documents. Ten docum ents from each category
were random ly selected and used as a pool of negative examples for training. T h at
is, all docum ents in the pool except those m arked as belonging to a given category
Cj were considered negative examples for Cj. The num ber of training (Tr) and testing
(Te) documents available in Big-D O E îov each category is given in figures 4.4 and 4.5.

Adding Thesauri Terms to Rules
One approach used in inform ation retrieval to achieve b etter results is to enhance
the indexing or querying of a large docum ent collection by adding term s from thesauri
created for these tasks [48, 1]. These thesauri are often lim ited to specific dom ains
of knowledge pertinent to the particular docum ent collection. Such a thesaurus was
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Cat
0.1
0.2
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

Tr
20
21
20
28
30
20
33
0
20
0
19
12
20
20
14
32
19

Te
10
11
10
14
15
10
17
0
10
0
10
6
10
10
7
16
10

2.6
2.7

13
17

7
9

3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

3.5
3.6

7
33
18
24
20
20
20

4
17
9
12
10
10
10

4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

8
21
20
0
20
20
20

4
11
10
0
10
10
10

Big-DOE and the 3.69 Topical Guidelines
Description
Exclusionary Short Term Documents
Exclusionary Long Term Documents
General Information
General Facility Description
Basis for Licensing Authority
Schedules Relevant to the NRC/DOE Repository Programs
Any Publicly Available Information on Certification of Safeguards
Any Publicly Available Information on the Physical Security Plan
Site Characterization
License Specifications
Information Relevant to NRC Findings Regarding Compliance with Statutes
The Natural Systems of the Geologic Setting
Geologic System
Hydrologie System
Geochemical System
Climatological and Meteorological Systems
Integrated Natural System Response to the Maximum Design Thermal
Loading
Processes and Events (anticipated and unanticipated, potentially disruptive)
Effectiveness of Natural Barriers Against the Release of
Radioactive Material to the Environment
Geologic Repository Operations Area (GROA): Physical Facilities
Surface Facilities
Shafts/Ramps
Underground Facility
Interface of Structures, Systems, and Components
Retrievability of Waste
Effectiveness of the GROA against the Release of Radioactive
Materials to the Environment
Engineered Barrier Systems
Waste Package
Waste Form
Underground Facility
Engineered Barrier System Waste Package Emplacement Environment
Engineered Barrier System Alternative Design Features
Effectiveness of Engineered Barriers Against the Release
of Radioactive Material to the Environment

Figure 4.4: 3.69 Topical Guidelines 0.1-4.6
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Cat
5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
6.0
7.0
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
8.0
8.1
8.2
8.3

Tr
20
20
20
20
19
0
6
15
20
0
6
28
22
20
0

8.4
9.0
10.0
10.1

7

20
20
19

10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5
10.6
11.0
12.0

20
19
20
14
17
14
18

12.1
12.2
12.3

20
21
20

Big-DOE and the 3.69 Topical Guidelines continued
Te Description
10 Overall System Performance Assessment
10 Basic Approach
10 System Description
10 Cumulative Release of Radioactive Materials
10 Undisturbed Performance
0
Conduct of Repository Operations
Land Ownership and Control
3
8 Plans for Restricting Controlled Area Access
10 Plans for Regulating Land Use Outside the Controlled Area
0 Plans for Regulating Land Use at the GROA
Other Types of Legal Interests
3
14 Quality Assurance (QA) Records
11 QA Records for Site Characterization
10 QA Records for Design and Construction
0
QA Records Including Records Covering Operations, Permanent
Closure, Decontamination, and Decommissioning
4
QA Records for All Relevant Research Activities
10 Emergency Planning
10 Radiation Protection
10 Ensuring that Radiation Exposures Are As Low As Is Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA)
10 Radiation Sources
10 Radiation Protection Design Features
10 Estimated Onsite Dose Assessment
Health Physics Program
7
9
Estimated Offsite Dose Assessment
7
Any Alternatives Considered (e.g., design interpretations, models)
9
Information for Preparation of a Geologic Repository
Environmental Impact Statement
10 Environmental
11 Socioeconomic
10 Transportation

Figure 4.5: 3.69 Topical Guidelines 5.0-12.0
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created by professional thesaurus builders for the Licensing Support Network (LSN)
database and donated to ISRI [50, 52].
There exist international and national standards for the construction of thesauri
such as the ANZI [39] and ISO [40] guidelines. According to those standards, there
are three basic inter-term relationships: equivalence, hierarchical, and associative [1].
Equivalent term s include synonyms, abbreviations, and specially coded term s. For
example, in the LSN thesaurus, US DOD is related in this way to D epartm ent of
Defense. Usually, one term in this relation is a preferred usage and the other non
preferred. In the LSN thesaurus. D epartm ent o f Defense is preferred to the abbrevi
ation US DOD. The preferred term is prefixed by USE and the non-preferred by UF.
Displayed as a traditional thesaurus, the entries for these term s m ight appear as:

US DOD
USE D epartm ent of Defense
D epartm ent of Defense
UF US DOD

The second type of inter-term relationship is the hierarchical. Hierarchical term s
are related with respect to levels of superordination and subordination. The superor
dinate term will be prefixed w ith B T for “broader th a n .” So, the term Metamorphic
Rocks will be prefixed w ith B T in relation to the subordinate Amphibolites. The pre
fix N T appears before subordinate term s. These term s would appear in a thesaurus
as:

M etam orphic Rocks
NT Am phibolites
Gneisses
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G ranulites
Marble, etc.
Am phibolites
BT M etam orphic Rocks

The third relationship defined by thesaurus standards is the associative relation
ship. This group is reserved for term s which have some kind of conceptual relationship
but do have an equivalent meaning and are not hierarchically related. Terms which
are associatively related are m arked by th e abbreviation R T for “related to .” In the
LSN thesaurus, the phrase M etamorphic Rocks is related to B asem ent Rock in this
way. Their thesaurus entries would appear as;

M etam orphic Rocks
RT Basement Rock
Basement Rock
RT M etam orphic Rocks

Several thesauri were extracted from the LSN thesaurus which is stored as a
relational database. The four used for experim ents were the BT thesaurus, N T the
saurus, RT thesaurus, and the UF thesaurus. The first consists of all term s which
have the hierarchical “broader th a n ” relationship, and the second, the term s w ith the
“narrower th a n ” hierarchical relationship. The third contains “related to,” th a t is,
associatively related, term s, which are neither synonyms nor hierarchically related.
The UF thesaurus contains synonyms in the “use for” relationship.
Terms were added to the docum ent representations created by C-KANT from
these thesauri. For each term or phrase found in a document, if a related term or
phrase from a thesaurus was found, this term or phrase was added to the docum ent.
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For example, if the term amphibolites is found in a docum ent, and the BT Thesaurus
is used, then the term metamorphic rocks is added to the docum ent. Thus, using the
B T thesaurus am ounts to adding term s which are conceptually broader to the collec
tion while adding term s from the N T thesaurus adds conceptually narrower terms.
Intuitively one m ight think th a t adding B T term s to a docum ent should help cate
gorization since adding, say, metamorphic rocks to one docum ent th a t contains the
term marble and also to another containing amphibolites should make the docum ents
appear more sim ilar to one another. In the same way, adding NT to a docum ent
m ight make a docum ent concerned w ith a general concept such as metamorphic rocks
more sim ilar to more specific docum ents which only discuss marble.
There are also levels to a thesaurus which may or may not affect categorization.
For example, if animals appears in a docum ent the NT thesaurus would add ver
tebrates. If consulted again, the same thesaurus will now add all N T-related term s
for vertebrates., such as amphibians, birds, etc. Once these term s are added, all the
N T-related term s amphibians, birds, and so forth will be added as well.
C-KANT is able to train using a user-specified number of levels. In the following
we will generally distinguish tests w ith respect to the number of levels consulted in
the thesaurus. So, for example, BT2 will m ean th a t 2 levels of BT term s were added
to the documents. Hence p art of our results will indicate if the num ber of levels added
has a significant affect on the perform ance of C-KANT.
This chapter described the basic testing environm ent for the experiments. It de
fined the basic evaluation measures, precision, recall, and

as well as their microav

erages and macroaverages. It then presented the LSN prototype docum ent collection
as well as the thesauri used to enhance C-KANT. The next chapter provides the
results of the tests.
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C H A PTE R 5

T E ST RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of experim ents using a thesaurus aided rule-based
categorizer. The experim ents were perform ed using two types of rule sets: thesaurushomogeneous and thesaurus-heterogeneous sets. The former rule sets tended to de
grade performance. The heterogeneous rule set can in some cases improve results but
unfortunately not to a significant extent. These results suggest th a t thesaurus-aided
learning does not increase the effectiveness of rule-based categorization for O C R text.
In the following the perform ance of C-KANT is first compared to th a t of another
categorizer which was tested over OCR tex t data. Next the concept of a thesaurushomogeneous rule set is defined. The results of the tests using homogeneous rule
sets are then presented and are followed by a category by category analysis of these
results. This analysis inspired the construction of a thesaurus-heterogeneous rule set,
which is then defined. Finally the results of tests over the heterogenous rule sets are
presented and analyzed.

Thesaurus-Homogeneous Rule Sets
The Small-DOE collection defined in the last chapter was used for optim izing
C-K A N T’s perform ance and to determ ine if C-KANT functioned a t a level acceptably
close to other categorizers. ISRI has perform ed tests on the Small-DOE collection
using M cCallum ’s BOW, a statistical categorizer [31]. In those tests, the best result
obtained was 97.06 in “average accuracy” [51]. Average accuracy seems to mean
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Microaverage Changes
def
BTl
BT3
NTl
NT3
RTl
RT3
U Fl
UF3
UNI

def
BTl
BT3
NTl

NT3
RTl
RT3
U Fl
UF3
UNI

Recall
0.941
0.949
0.941

0.938
0.932
0.936

0.949
0.954
0.951
0.940

Precision
0.564

0.557
0.541
0.557
0.564
0.535

0.542
0.556

Precision
0.590
0.577

0.938
0.932
0.926

0.572
0.578
0.592

0.933

0.561
0.571

0.951

0.949
0.935

0.687
0.699
0.703
0.681
0.690
0.702
0.701

A Recall
+
-F
+
+
+
-

A Precision

0.005
0.000
0.003
0.009
0.005
0.005
0.013
0.010
0.001

0.554
0.552
0.696
Macroaverage Changes

Recall
0.941
0.945

0.948

F,
0.706
0.702

0.585
0.582
0.578

A Recall

- 0.007
- 0.016
- 0.007
+ 0.000
- 0.029
- 0.022
- 0.008
- 0.010
-0 .0 1 2

A Fi
-

A Precision

0.004
0.019
0.007
0.003
0.025
0.016
0.004
0.001
0.010
A Fi

0.725
0.717
0.711
0.713
0.722
0.700
0.713
0.724
0.722
0.714

-F
+
+
+
-

0.004
0.003
0.009
0.015
0.008
0.007
0.010
0.008
0.006

+
-

0.013
0.018
0.012
0.002
0.029
0.019
0.005
0.008
0.012

-

0.008
0.014
0.012
0.003
0.025
0.012
0.001
0.003
0.011

def = default, no thesaurus expansions
BTn = nth level B T thesaurus; NTn = nth level N T thesaurus
RTn = nth level RT thesaurus; U Fn = nth level UF thesaurus
UNn — nth level B Tn -F NTn -F RTn + UFn
F ig u re 5.1: C h a n g e s in R ecall, P re cisio n , a n d

over B ig -D O E
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of Fi Over Categories 0.1 to 2.6

microaveraged precision m ultiplied by 100. C-KANT, using stem ming, a short stopword list, and R ipper optim izations achieved a microaveraged precision of 0.979 w ith
a microaveraged recall of 1.000 and a microaveraged Fi of 0.989. C-KANT, therefore,
seems to be getting very sim ilar results to BOW on O CR collections. It is interesting
to note th a t C-KANT did not use the dim ensionality reduction techniques suggested
by [51].
In tests on both the Small-DOE and the Big-DOE collections, stem ming, a sim
ple stop-word list, and R ipper optim izations were used since experim ents indicated
th a t these were optim al settings for C-KANT. Thesaurus term s were added to both
training docum ents and testing docum ents using the same thesaurus for each. So, for
example, when one level of “broader th a n ” term s (B T l) was added to the training
documents, the same type was added to the testing documents. Both training and
test documents were expanded based on the idea th a t expanding the docum ents with
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of Fi Over Categories 3.0 to 5.4

thesaurus term s might tend to cluster docum ents within a category by introducing
term s which would make them more similar. As a result, the hope was th a t the
rule-building software would learn the “clustering” term s and thus be more effective.
Testing indicated if the test set was not expanded with the same thesaurus as the
training, the categorizer perform ed very poorly. For this reason, testing docum ents
were expanded w ith thesaurus term s as well.
Since these rule sets were derived from training documents which were expanded
w ith the same thesaurus for every category, I call them “thesaurus-hom ogeneous”
rule sets. Tests were also perform ed using rule sets in which rules were learned from
texts expanded w ith differing thesauri. These “thesaurus-heterogeneous” rule sets
are discussed in the next section.
Figure 5.1 lists the microaveraged changes in precision, recall, and the Fi m easure
for various types of thesaurus expansions. In particular it compares a default test on
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Fi Over Categories 7.0 to 10.6

the Big-DOE test collection w ith tests using expansions at one and three levels of the
BT, NT, RT, and UF Thesauri. The default in this case learned rules from texts not
expanded by thesauri and the rules were applied to a test set of docum ents which
were not expanded.
The results show th a t using thesauri in this way tends to worsen the categorizer’s
effectiveness. A lthough in the cases of B T l and RT3 the recall rose somewhat from
the default case, this rise was accompanied by a lowering of precision. Thus the idea
of using thesauri to help cluster docum ents seems to be a mistake.
In addition to expanding the texts using each of the four thesauri alone, one test
was run using one level of all four. Following Dimitrova [8] I call this UNI as an
abbreviation for a one level “Union” expansion, since it constitutes a “union” of all
the thesauri. According to Dimitrova, UNI did not improve text retrieval. Consistent
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with th a t result, figure 5.1 shows th a t UNI did not improve categorization com pared
to the default test.
In some cases the differences in the level of the thesaurus used revealed some
interesting results. NTS showed an improvement over N T l as did RTS over R T l.
The first result seems to suggest th a t adding the more specific, “narrower” term s to
both the training and the test set tends to aid the clustering effect. Adding more and
more broader term s seems to worsen the categorizer since BTS performed worse th an
B T l.
Explaining the benefit of levels in the RT case is more difficult. Associatively
related term s in thesaurus construction, as we saw in the last chapter, are term s
which are neither hierarchically related nor are they synonyms.

They constitute

term s th a t seem related (in the eyes of the thesaurus builder at least) bu t do not fit
in the other two groups. In fact loading up a thesaurus w ith such term s is frowned
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One-way Analysis of Variance Homogeneous Rule Set
Analysis of Variance for FI
F
P
DF
SS
Source
MS
ThesType
9
0.0319
0.0035
0 .2 7
0.982
7.0722
Error
540
0.0131
7.1041
549
T otal
In d iv id u a l 95% CIs For Mean
Based on Pooled StDev
N
Mean
StDev -----------+-------------- +-------------- +------Level
( ------------------- *------------55
0.7139
0.1041
def
55
0.7052
0.1119
BTl
( ----------------- *------------------ )
0.6975
0.1195
55
BT3
( ----------------- *------------------ )
( ----------------- *--------------------)
0.7012
0.1064
NTl
55
0.7104
0.1117
NT3
55
( ----------------- *----------------0.6879
55
0.1067 ( ------------------*------------------ )
RTl
( ----------------- *------------------ )
55
0.7000
0.1201
RT3
( ----------------- *--------------55
0.7117
0.1066
UFl
UF3
UNI

55
55

0.6957
0.7036

Pooled StDev =

0.1144

0.1426
0.1095

( ----------------- *------------------ )
( ----------------- *--------------------)
0.675

0.700

0.725

Figure 5.6: ANOVA for Homogeneous Rule Sets

upon by thesaurus builders since the relation is vaguely defined and adding large
numbers of such term s can hu rt effectiveness [1]. Thus, it is surprising th a t there is
improvement as levels are added. This result probably cannot be easily duplicated in
other thesauri since w hat term s are considered RT term s tends to be ad hoc.
The macroaveraged measures give similar results to the microaveraged as shown
in figure 5.1. Since there is little variation in the num ber of training and testing
docum ents available for each category, microaveraging and macroaveraging are very
close. The most interesting num ber is th a t NTS had a small increase over the default
in precision.
However, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test using the statistical software
MINITAB reveals th a t none of the microaveraged changes in figure 5.1 are signifi
cantly large. O utput from the MINITAB ANOVA test is shown in figure 5.6. ANOVA
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offers a test for the hypothesis (Ho) th a t the average of the Fi m easure in all of the
tests are the same, as opposed to the hypothesis (H i) th a t at least two of the averages
differ significantly. The very large p-value of 0.982 in figure 5.6 indicates th a t it is
very likely a mistake to reject Ho [37].
O f particular interest in figure 5.6 is the display of the 95% Confidence Intervals
(CIs). These show the range of the m ost likely values Fi will take in experim ents. The
fact th a t these intervals overlap implies th a t thesaurus expansion did not significantly
effect the perform ance of the rule-based categorizer.

Thesaurus Heterogeneous Rule Sets
A category by category breakdown of the results from the last section offered some
tantalizing prospects. Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 show th a t in certain categories,
thesaurus additions improved results. For example. Figure 5.2 shows th a t B T l beat
the default by a large m argin in category 2.2 while N T l had b etter success with
category 2.5 than the default.
These category by category results indicate th a t it might be more useful to apply
thesaurus additions on a category by category basis. Thus, if experim entation shows
th a t adding term s from a particular thesaurus is effective for a particular category,
then th a t thesaurus should be used for th a t category but not necessarily for others.
In the case of a rule-based system, this approach can be applied by using rules trained
from texts w ith term s added from a thesaurus for one category while rules for another
category would be trained w ith texts which may be expanded by another thesaurus.
To test this idea, a heterogenous rule set called HodgePodge (HP) was created.
HP includes those rules for a given category which were learned from training docu
ments expanded w ith th a t thesaurus which gave the best perform ance in the original,
homogeneous test. In those cases in which th e default was best, no thesaurus expan
sion was used. For example, the rule set trained on N T l expanded docum ents was
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Microaverage Changes
Recall
0.941

def
HP-NoExp
H P -B T l
H P -N T l
H P -R T l
H P -U F l
H P-U N l

0.837
0.892
0.875
0.925
0.849
0.963

Precision
0.564
0.610
0.595
0.493
0.435
0.601
0.349

Fi

0.706
0.706
0.714
0.631
0.591
0.703
0.512

A Recall
+

0.104
0.049
0.066
0.016
0.092
0.022

A Precision
+ 0.046
+ 0.031
- 0.071
-0 .1 2 9
-F 0.037
- 0.215

A El
+
+
-

0.000
0.008
0.075
0.115
0.003

- 0.190

Macroaverage Changes
def
HP-NoExp
H P -B T l
H P -N T l
H P-R T l
H P -U F l
H P-U N l

Recall
0.941

0.845
0.898
0.883
0.922
0.855
0.958

Precision
0.590
0.641

El

A Recall

A Precision

A El

+ 0.051
-F 0.032
- 0.007

+ 0.004

0.725

0.622

0.729
0.735

0.583

0.702

0.532
0.629

0.675

0.725

0.491

0.649

-

0.096
0.043
0.050
0.019

- 0.058

-0.086
~F 0.039
+ 0.017
- 0.099
def = default, N either Training nor Test Set Expanded
HP-NoExp = HP Rule Set 4- Test Set not Expanded
H P -B T l = HP Rule Set -f Test Set Expanded by B T l
H P -N T l = HP Rule Set + Test Set Expanded by N T l
H P -R T l =: HP Rule Set + Test Set Expanded by R T l
H P -U F l = HP Rule Set -f Test Set Expanded by U F l
H P-U N l = Test Set Expanded by B T l, N T l, R T l, U F l
Figure 5.7; Changes Using HodgePodge Rule Sets.
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One-way Analysis of Variance Heterogeneous Rule Set
Analysis of Variance for F
DF
SS
MS
Source
6
0.3644
0.0607
ThesType
378
9.0187
0.0239
Error
384
Total
9.3831

F
2.55

P
0.020

Individual 95% CIs For Mean
Based on Pooled StDev
Level
def
NE
BTl
NTl
RTl
UFl
UNI

N
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

Mean
0.7139
0.7024
0.7167
0.6766
0.6766
0.7015
0.6210

Pooled StDev =

StDev
0.1041
0.1322
0.1439
0.1733
0.1733
0.1417
0.1945

0.1545

0.600

0.650

0.700

0.750

Figure 5.8: ANOVA for Heterogeneous Rule Sets

used for category 2.5, and the rule set trained on docum ents w ith no thesaurus ex
pansion was used for category 3.2. HP was tested over the test set in an unexpanded
form (HP-NoExp), and also w ith the test set expanded with N T l, B T l, U F l, R T l,
and UNI. The results are in figure 5.7.
HP did best on the B T l expanded test set (H P -B T l), and this was the only
case where a thesaurus aided rule set beat the default.

However, the m argin of

improvement was not statisically significant under an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
test (figure 5.8). One m ight still argue th a t H P -B T l is a b etter categorizer th an the
default because its precision is higher. However, an ANOVA test indicates th a t the
improvement in precision is not a significantly large improvement. An ANOVA test
supplem ented w ith pairwise comparisions indicated th a t the only significant difference
among the tests in figure 5.7 is th a t using UNI to expand the test set is significantly
worse com pared to the default.
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It may be th a t H P does not significantly improve results because although the rules
reflect “optim al” thesaurus expansions, the test docum ents cannot be expanded by the
appropriate thesaurus. In other words, using N T l to expand the rules for category
2.5 might be fine if the test docum ents in th a t category were also so expanded.
However, to do so would am ount to knowing the category of a test docum ent prior
to categorization, which would be, in effect, cheating.
In this chapter two attem p ts were m ade to improve text categorization using
thesaurus-homogeneous rule sets and a thesaurus-heterogeneous rule set. Homoge
neous rule sets were trained on a collection of training docum ents all expanded by the
same thesaurus. The Heterogeneous rule set contained a m ixture of rules. Some rules
were trained from docum ents expanded w ith one thesaurus and other rules (for other
categories) were based on docum ents trained from a different thesaurus. In both cases
it was shown th a t thesaurus aided learning for the rule sets did not improve their c at
egorization to a significant extent. This suggests th a t using thesauri to aid rule-based
categorization of O C R texts is not a good way to improve such categorizers.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FU R TH ER RESEARCH
The tests from the previous chapter show th a t a query expansion approach to
rule-based autom atic tex t categorization using dom ain-dependent thesauri will not
improve the categorization of O CR texts. This conclusion raises several new ques
tions.

For example, would these results apply to other types of categorizers?

It

would be intèresting to extend this study not only to statistical and decision tree
classifiers, but also to rule-based categorizers which learn rules differently from IR E P
and R IPP E R , such a CHARADE and TDIS [34].
In addition, as mentioned earlier, C-KANT made use of common dim ensionality
reduction techniques such as stem m ing and stop word removal. However, it has been
recommended in [51] th a t more extensive reductionality techniques should be applied
when categorizing O CR text. These were not applied in C-K A N T’s case. C-KANT
could be modified to apply such dim ensionality techniques to see if these techniques
do aid performance. In fact, some rules made use of “garbage” words learned from
the OCR text. For example, one rule stated th a t if the term acivantage appeared in
a docum ent, th a t docum ent should be placed in category 1.2. A nother claimed th a t
if controlquote is in a docum ent, then the docum ent belongs to category 8.2.
More aggressive reductionality techniques may reduce the n u m b e r of such rules.
The results in [51] were derived from tests using the statistical categorizer BOW. It
would be interesting to know if rule-based categorizers would also perform b etter with
more aggressive dim ensionality reduction.
More experim entation w ith C-K A N T’s param eters may also improve results. For
59
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example, only one of several formulations of the minimum description length (MDL)
were used in the R IP P E R optim izations [43]. It would be interesting to determ ine by
experim ent if other formulations would improve or worsen results.
A nother p ath for future research is suggested by Junker in [22]. Junker would
replaced a rule such as
t \ G d j A t2

d j A ••• A tji Ç: d j —y d j G c,

w ith som ething like
6i E. d j A Î2 Ç: d j A ••• A tji G d j —y dj G Q

where 6i has a thesaurus relationship to U , and the second rule perform s b e tte r than
the first in term s of some m easure such as i n f o r m a t i o n g a i n over the test examples.
Junker’s approach achieved only mixed results, bu t it represents an interestingly
different kind of thesaurus expansion to those used in our study.
Finally a more am bitious approach to rule-building may have b etter results for
text categorization as well. CLIPS allows for a much more sophisticated representa
tion of docum ents using its frame structure [14]. In our study, docum ents were only
represented as a “bag of term s” occurring in the “body” of the docum ents. Some
studies have incorporated the relative position of term s into rules, but w ith little
improvement in perform ance [4]. Perhaps describing a docum ent in a more com
plex fashion using inform ation from the O CR process itself could lead to a b etter
categorizer.
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